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I. Abstract



The landscape of cryptocurrency has evolved 
dramatically since its landmark rise to promi-
nence in the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) craze of 
2017. At that time, any and every entrepreneur 
in the blockchain space was never less than a 
whitepaper and “.io” URL away from a success-
ful raise. Back then, $30 million USD was par 
for the course for just about any project with 
a publicly visible team and ERC20 contact ad-
dress. Of course, the 2017 ICO craze served as 
a potent hotbed for its fair share of dishonest 
marketing tactics and full-blown exit scams; 
but it also represented an exciting time of ex-
perimentation and opportunity for developer 
teams and entrepreneurs with creative visions 
and dedicated work ethic. Anything was possi-
ble.

5 years removed from the ICO craze, the crypto 
space looks very different in 2022. Major de-
velopment progress across the space coupled 
with a massive migration of interdisciplinary tal-
ent, seasoned fund managers, and experienced 
technicians have combined to produce a more 
professional, organized, and competitive envi-
ronment for blockchain-based technologies. 

As with all rapidly maturing industries, the cryp-
to space’s project development vertical has be-
come more complex and nuanced in suit, push-
ing the next generation of grassroots developer 
teams and visionaries to the sidelines.

Supporting, educating, and advising up-and-
coming developer teams and entrepreneurs 
seeking to innovate in the blockchain space de-
mands a comprehensive, versatile, and sophis-
ticated launchpad – one which fully levels the 
playing field for grassroots development teams 
and entrepreneurs with high-impact potential. 

This Whitepaper presents Spicy Network as a 
first-of-its-kind Star Network designed to sup-
port cryptocurrency’s up-and-coming grass-
roots entrepreneurs by providing them with the 
cutting-edge technical tools and promotional 
avenues such that they can compete with cryp-
tocurrency’s premier projects in 2022. In suit, 
this paper highlights and expounds upon the 
cohesive blend of infrastructure, organization-
al dynamics, and exclusive features that Spicy 
Network offers to support entrepreneurs in the 
platform development vertical.



II. Introduction - The Evolution of 
Cryptocurrency Platform Launches



The landscape of cryptocurrency has evolved dramatically since the 2017 ICO craze. In 2022, a number of newfound 
challenges confront developer teams and entrepreneurs attempting to launch innovative platforms in the crypto 
space. Here are the big three: 
 
Hyper-Competitive Venture Capital Scene 
As the crypto space has grown in total market capitalization, so too has its crowd of leading capital funds.  
Not only have more crypto-native funds spawned from successful investing ventures within the blockchain space, 
but high-profile organizations and big names from Silicon Valley have made their landings on the scene too – most 
prominently, a16z, which recently announced its forthcoming $4.5 billion USD funding round in 2022.  
Today’s professional venture and private capital funds compete tooth and nail with promising projects, demanding  
significant token allocations, curtailing vesting periods, tightening funding disbursements, and requiring more  
intricate development plans, ecosystem models, and foresight from development teams seeking capital.
 Of course, standardization, professionalism, and structured fundraising models will invariably continue to take form 
in the digital asset space. But domineering, billion-dollar venture capital firms need not replace grassroots efforts for 
good. After all, it was those grassroots efforts which conceived the cryptoverse in the first place – and which did so 
with the unwavering intention of grappling with and ultimately replacing the outdated and imbalanced paradigm from 
which massive, private capital firms originated. 
 
Increasingly Sophisticated and Interoperable Tech Stacks
Running a decentralized application (dApp) on Ethereum is old news. Today, cryptocurrency’s most prolific sub-sectors 
– among them Decentralized Finance (DeFi), Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), Decentralized Autonomous Organizations 
(DAOs), and Metaverse platforms – are being continually improved upon and combined. Staking NFTs as collateral,  
leveraging Liquidity Provider (LP) tokens for DAO participation, and issuing NFTs in the Metaverse all require deep  
expertise in technical infrastructure, finance, and tokenomic modeling just to understand – let alone to develop and 
innovate upon.
In addition to complex operations, a number of prominent protocol layer  projects now compete across the blockchain 
space. To accommodate them, interoperability and cross-chain dynamics have rapidly become front-and-center for 
emerging projects seeking to build robust communities. Thus, in addition to keeping up with the crypto space’s  
rapidly evolving sub-sectors, developer teams must also keep an eye on its growing list of prominent Layer 1  
ecosystems, among them Polkadot, Near Protocol, and Solana.

https://news.bitcoin.com/report-a16z-to-raise-4-5-billion-for-crypto-investments/


Primitive Launchpad Platforms
To support bright newcomers with potent imaginations entering the space, a number of launchpad platforms have 
sprung up in the crypto space over the past couple years. These platforms have successfully aided developer teams 
seeking funding through strong community incentive models, but all have failed to provide projects with all of the tools 
and insight they need to launch, operate in, and navigate the crypto space in 2022.
To this point, launchpads provide some form of distributed funding, and a crude body of early-stage community mem-
bers that may or may not be fully on-board with the project’s long-term vision, core values, and development goals. As 
such, many such launchpads attract less-than-reputable projects, and become less appealing for principled entre-
preneurs and developer teams that do not want to associate themselves with uneven vesting models, gimmicky media 
hype, and large-volume token sales at unlocks.

The Bottom Line
While many of the crypto space’s top projects, developer teams, and tight-knit communities remain those that seed-
ed the industry’s earliest origins – Bitcoin, Ethereum, Zcash, and Doge, to name a few – the environment in which they 
operate in 2022 has become so competitive, sophisticated, and densely populated that they would likely not be able to 
pick up traction if they were to launch their projects today.
Meanwhile, launchpads and their communities – although robust in their own right – do not confer adequate technical, 
promotional, or professional resources to get new teams up to speed, or to bring their communities into alignment with 
their principles.
In order for the crypto space to maintain its grassroots culture and equal-opportunity ethos, relying on standard 
launchpad platforms will not cut it in 2022. The modern cryptocurrency landscape demands an entirely new platform 
type with a vastly expanded service offering – that is, a Starter Network of sorts.
A Starter Network not only provides a next-generation launchpad for aspiring development teams and entrepreneurs, 
but offers a comprehensive, versatile set of technical tools to support cutting-edge features and cross-chain dynam-
ics, as well as a breadth of services for critical media and community growth initiatives.



III. Value Proposition: Spicy Network



Spicy Network is the crypto space’s first Starter Network, composed of a next-generation Launchpad Ecosystem 
that provides up-and-coming entrepreneurs and developer teams in the blockchain space with an all-inclusive service 
offering to allow them to operate and compete in the 2022 crypto arena.  
Spicy provides cutting-edge and innovative technical features, cross-chain support, and a suite of fundraising,  
media, and community services to help get new projects off the ground and onto a level playing field with the rest  
of the space.

Spicy Network is proud to present a wide array of services and support for projects launching in its ecosystem.

Ecosystem



Next-Generation Launchpad

First and foremost, Spicy is dedicated to providing the best-in-class launchpad experience in the crypto-space.  
As we say at Spicy:

“We don’t launch projects; we launch winning projects, and we see them through to success.”

The Spicy Network Launchpad is not a one-stop shop for fundraising. Fundraising is merely a preliminary stage in the 
process of launching a project – albeit an important one.

1)

Spicy offers fundraising support  for all the main blockchains



The Whole Starter Package
In addition to fundraising support, the Spicy Launchpad is designed to bolster community growth initiatives, support 
marketing strategies, and raise broad awareness for projects that choose to launch in the Spicy Network ecosystem. 
Above all, Spicy’s goal is to facilitate a project’s entire launch process – that means everything from communications 
to branding, marketing materials, and professional promotional strategies – to ensure that each project arrives exactly 
where it wants to be so that it can begin its journey building a robust ecosystem of its own.

Token Sale Diversity 
Spicy Network offers a wide array of different token sale models, so each project can raise capital and build the right 
community of investors and stakeholders that are aligned with its principles and objectives. In addition to offering 
support for prominent fundraising models that have picked up the most traction – most notoriously, the Initial 
Decentralized Offering (IDO) – Spicy Network specializes in supporting metaverse and gaming projects with 
developer-friendly integrations for NFT distribution and sales, as well as other key marketplace features. 

As far as Spicy Network’s next-gen Launchpad is concerned, the ecosystem’s major innovation remains its proprietary 
SDO - that is, the Startup Decentralized Offering.



Startup Decentralized Offering (SDO)
Spicy Network’s proprietary SDO is poised to be one of the crypto space’s most innovative methodologies for 
launching new projects in 2022. In an SDO, a launching project will receive technical support for a number of critical 
features, including:
→ Token Issuance
→ Security Features, including integrations for hacking prevention and bot-sniping systems, and support for audit  
procedures.
→ Top-tier Professional Marketing Services
→ Access to Spicy Network’s Community Growth Channels and Influencer Network
→ Access to Spicy’s Network’s Investor Network for Private Sale Support
→ Guaranteed Launch on the Spicy Network Next-Gen Launchpad

Simply put, a Spicy Network SDO is a proper launch – by professionals, for professionals.



Automated Market Maker Decentralized Exchange (DEX)

Spicy Network features a fully functional AMM DEX v2, up-to-date with cutting-edge features in line with other leading 
DEXs in the DeFi space. On Spicy Network’s DEX, Liquidity Providers (LPs) earn yields from DEX transaction fees.

DEX Transaction Fee Model
Spicy’s AMM DEX charges transaction fees at a flat rate of 0.25% on each trade. Transaction fees are distributed 
throughout the Spicy Start Network as follows:

Liquidity Providers (LPs): 0.15% (of total trade)
Treasury Wallet: 0.07% (of total trade)
Buyback and Burn Wallet: 0.03% (of total trade)*

*Buyback and Burns will only detract from the base asset in a DEX base pair.

2)



Novel NFTs: Utility and Vesting

Spicy Network is pleased to bring two brand new concepts to market which fuse elements of DeFi and NFTs: Utility NFTs 
and Vesting NFTs. Utility NFTs bring massive use case potential to NFTs, and Vesting NFTs open up an array of unique 
and exciting DeFi applications. Both Utility NFTs and Vesting NFTs play major roles in the Spicy Network’s ecosystem 
and integrated staking incentives.

While Spicy Network will continue to explore and implement new and innovative use cases for both Utility NFTs and 
Vesting NFTs, at launch the Spicy Network ecosystem introduces both NFT types on the following basis:

Utility NFT
By conferring elevated status to their holders, Utility NFTs serve as reward amplifiers. Utility NFTs may, in certain 
instances, assign their holders to higher tiers in the launchpad, provide access to exclusive offers, or eliminate the 
cooldown staking period at the end of an IDO. Utility NFTs may also serve various use case scenarios in DEX trading, 
such unlocking a period of zero-fee trading, or allowing stakers to retain maximum rewards in the event that they 
decide to unstake assets prior to the conclusion of a designated staking period.

When users purchase Utility NFTs from Spicy Network, payments are distributed in the following model:
 
Liquidity Wallet: 60% (of total sale)
Treasury: 30% (of total sale)
Burn: 10% (of total sale)

3)





Vesting NFTs
A brand new concept, Vesting NFTs enable an IDO investor to receive his token allocation in the form of a Vested NFT. 
Vesting NFTs will release tokens in whichever vesting model has been outlined by the issuing project, and will not  
compromise flexibility as far as token metrics are concerned. However, Vesting NFTs allow their holders to sell their 
right to future token unlocks before the unlocks take place. Thus, Vesting NFTs allow early-stage investors to sell their 
rights to tokens early, while allowing a worthy buyer that believes in their long-term viability to purchase them, thereby 
preventing predictable, large-volume dumps at periodic unlocks during the vesting lifecycle that harm the project and 
its community. 

When Vesting NFTs are sold, both the token issuer and the Spicy Network receive a royalty from the sale. For each  
Vested NFT transaction, royalties are distributed in the following model:

NFT Project Owner’s Royalty: 5% (of total sale)
Spicy Network Royalty: 3% (of total sale)

NFT Marketplace4)

As a pioneering Starter Network introducing new NFT use cases to the blockchain space, Spicy Network will come fully 
equipped with an NFT Marketplace. On Spicy’s NFT Marketplace, users will be able to list, buy, and sell NFTs, and will find 
the meta/gaming items of the listed projects, as well as engage many of the innovative NFT staking features that are 
native to Spicy Network.

Spicy Network offers a full-featured DeFi Farm to satisfy any and all projects seeking to leverage yield farming for  
various incentive structures and community rewards models. Even the most sophisticated DeFi purists and derivatives 
platforms will find Spicy Network’s Farming modules to be more than sufficient to support their protocols.  

Full-featured Farm5)



Cross-chain Support6)

Most prominently, the Spicy Network Farm will support LPs on Spicy’s AMM DEX, who will be able to stake their  
LP tokens to earn additional rewards. By supplementing LP rewards derived from DEX transaction fees with LP token 
staking rewards, Spicy establishes stronger incentives for platform users to contribute deeper liquidity across  
all trading pairs.

In addition to its Next-Gen Launchpad, proprietary Startup Decentralized Offering (SDO), AMM DEX, NFT Marketplace, 
and Farm, Spicy Network offers projects launching in its ecosystem premier technical tools and DeFi legos.

Spicy will launch in the VeChain network, one of the industry leader. Indeed, VeChain (VET) is a versatile enter-
prise-grade L1 smart contract platform 
VeChain exists to disrupt traditional business models, and is best known for its work in supply chain, an industry that 
has changed little over the decades. Its work in providing a decentralised trust layer for multi-party ecosystems has 
already seen major sucesses with high profile clientele and government bodies. Using transparent technology with no 
single point of weakness or control allows for greater security, efficiency and ease of tracking for all kinds of data, while 
reducing costs through trustless automation via smart contracts. Carbon, supply chain, international logistics, incen-
tivised ecosystems, automobile passports and more all greatly benefit from the digitisation of trust and colaboration it 
enables. 
 
With one of the smaller carbon footprint in the crypto world, aims to be a big protagonist of the next years. 
 
The Launchpad and the SDO will instead support different blockchains. 
 
 



IV. Platform Tokenomics: Exclusive Features



Spicy’s Starter Network combines the best of what already exists in the Launchpad and DeFi sectors, and adds on a pair 
of innovative, novel NFT features to produce a first-of-its-kind tokenomic structure with multi-stakeholder benefits.

SPICY is the native token of the Spicy Starter Network. For projects launching on Spicy’s Next-Gen Launchpad, staking 
SPICY is instrumental in a successful launch.

Next-Gen Launchpad Staking Model 
As per standard launchpad dynamics, users stake SPICY in order to participate in raises on the Spicy Network Launch-
pad. Users also earn staking rewards denominated in SPICY, but if they unstake their SPICY before the end of their des-
ignated staking periods, all corresponding staking rewards are immediately burned.

Stakers on Spicy Network are divided into seven tiers: five which involve pure token staking, and another two which 
incorporate token-NFT hybrid staking. Staking tiers confer progressive, increasing APYs and NFT rewards. As their label 
implies, Utility NFTs also confer additional use case scenarios in the Spicy Next-Gen Launchpad.

Token Staking Tiers
→ Soft
→ Mild
→ Strong
→ Hot
→ Extra Hot

Token-NFT Hybrid Staking Tiers
→ Jalapeño
→ Habanero

SPICY: Utility and Tokenomics1)



Revenue Model



As on all industry-leading platforms, staking incentives play a major role in establishing deep liquidity and facilitating 
community formation and growth in the Spicy Starter Network. In addition to its Farm and seven-tier staking model, 
Spicy Network supports a wide array of staking initiatives on both its ecosystem AMM DEX and Launchpad.

a) DEX Staking
The Spicy Network AMM DEX supports industry-standard staking to incentivize liquidity provisionment on its platform. 
Like other prominent AMM DEXs, Spicy Network’s DEX allocates a nominal percentage of trading fees to its LPs in order 
to sustain liquidity and optimize user experience for traders in its ecosystem.

b) Launchpad Staking
Beyond Spicy Network’s DEX, staking also plays a fundamental role in ecosystem tokenomics. Staking is designed to 
produce an additional incentive to contribute to a project. Users who support the broader Spicy Network ecosystem 
by staking its native token, SPICY, will have the opportunity to take advantage of exclusive staking pools and earn addi-
tional rewards. 

Each pool’s APY will vary with respect to a number of critical parameters. Together, a series of such parameters form an 
APY Curve from which rewards are calculated and distributed to stakers. These parameters will be adjusted and refined 
by the Spicy Network core team after release in order to establish the most effective and equitable staking model. 
Complete, quantitative details pertaining to the parameters that govern Spicy’s Launchpad Staking Model will be re-
leased nearer to the official platform launch. In the interim, users can expect the following parameters to play primary 
roles in determining the APY Curve:

→ Number of SPICY Staked
→ Initial Staking Date
→ Duration of Staking Period
→ Total Volume in Staking Pool

Ecosystem Staking Opportunities2)



Note: Any users that stake an amount of SPICY tokens that exceeds the threshold to enter tier 6 (Habanero) of the 
platform’s Launchpad Staking Model and possess a corresponding Utility NFT will automatically become eligible to as-
cend to higher staking tiers. 

Spicy Launchpad Staking Rewards
Spicy Network’s Staking Rewards Pool is the source of all SPICY rewards that are issued to stakers. A portion of the 
SPICY tokens that are allocated to staking rewards are readily available (as part of the total token allocation for liquidi-
ty incentives), and another portion is vested over time. To maintain substantial liquidity in the Staking Rewards Pool, a 
portion of all NFT sales are allocated to the pool. In addition, the Spicy Network core team has the power to tap treasury 
funds to contribute SPICY to the Staking Rewards Pool at any time. However, the team is restricted from withdrawing 
SPICY from the Staking Rewards Pool under any circumstance.

When a staker is eligible to receive staking rewards, SPICY tokens are withdrawn from the Staking Rewards Pool and 
transferred directly to the staker’s wallet. The Spicy Network core may burn SPICY tokens from the Staking Rewards 
Pool in order to decrease the total supply, but the team is restricted from minting SPICY tokens for any reason. 

c) Farm Staking
The benefits that our users might obtain by committing to our project do not end with staking. «Spicy Network» also 
provides an opportunity of Yield Farming which is inherently connected to our native DEX. Besides earning the cumu-
lative transaction fee rewards for providing liquidity into our DEX pools, the users can stake their LP-tokens to receive 
additional rewards in SPICY. 

d) NFT Staking
The Utility NFT is Spicy’s Network’s most potent feature and premier innovation. Accordingly, users can stake Utility 
NFTs on Spicy’s marketplace to benefit from elevated status and exclusive rewards. Users on Spicy Network earn Utility 
NFTs by staking SPICY, a mechanism that creates a level playing field for participants and does not require exorbitant 
spending, as do many popular NFTs.



V. Wallet setting



1) Download and install the Nufinetes APP https://www.nufinetes.com/ 
2) Create a new wallet selecting the Vechain Network. Give it a name and a password 
3) Tap on your wallet 
4) Tap on “Receive” 
5) Now you have your Vechain address compatible with Spicy!

1) 2) 3)

4) 5)



VI. Fundraising and Token Metrics



Spicy Network’s capital raise employs a standard, three-tier fundraising model with a Seed Round, Private Round, and 
Public Round.

Token Name: Spicy Token
Token Ticker: SPICY
Network:  VeChain
Total Supply: 100.000.000 SPICY
Amount For Sale: 26.000.000 SPICY
Listing price: 0.60
Initial market cap: 621.000
Total Fundraising: 6.750.000





VII. Development Roadmap





VIII. Team



Paolo Diglio - CEO

Roman Vinogradov - CTO

Paolo Diglio has been active in the crypto space as a software engineer and senior pro-
grammer for over 5 years. Paolo brings expertise from many different software develop-
ment fields to Spicy Network, as well as deep experience in the software development 
vertical – from preliminary concept development to final testnet clearance. 
Paolo specializes in distributed ledger technology (DLT), blockchain security, block-
chain architecture, decentralized ecosystems, and blockchain standards.

Paolo is also experienced working in a wide array of programming languages, working 
on Gits and GitHub, developing server-side and front-end software, and providing issue 
tracking and customer support. He has launched several token sales, developed time-
based rules for back up, system restoration, and MySQL, and has performed mainte-
nance tasks on administrative Linux servers.

Roman is one of the crypto space’s foremost DeFi experts, with an academic back-
ground in engineering and integrated circuit design. Backed by a refined technical mind 
and many years of experience as a freelance software developer and blockchain spe-
cialist, Roman spent his years in the trenches building an intricate knowledge base in 
blockchain technology and decentralized systems. 
As the CTO of Mycellium Lab, Roman already has significant experience serving as a 
technical leader for a number of DeFi projects. He brings a wealth of development expe-
rience and a depth of knowledge that will serve not only Spicy Network, but the projects 
that choose to launch in its Starter Network.

Linkedin

Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paolo-diglio-926037116/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/roman-vinogradov/


Francesco Santoro - CBDO

Bruce Kurtz - CMO

Francesco Santoro is a well regarded expert in the crypto space with a deep back-
ground in business development as well as a number of DeFi segments. Francesco has 
been an insider in the space for more than 4 years, with a solid technical foundation to 
complement his business-side expertise that spans from preliminary business forma-
tion to production.  
Francesco draws on experience managing various DeFi pools and related communities, 
as well as developing innovative concepts for synergistic collaborations. Sharp and 
insightful, Francesco is an expert at connecting the dots and adding value in any cryp-
to-native organization.

Armed with an MBA from California State University, Bruce possesses a unique blend of 
marketing experience from established consumer businesses and blockchain brands. 
Bruce’s marketing experience includes stints working at TCL and OpenX, in addition to 
experience as a co-founder at crypto marketing agency yFUEL and ad display network 
AdCoins. Bruce is also an active agency partner with KuCoin Exchange and Huobi Glob-
al, and has deep experience in all phases of project development.

Linkedin

Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/francesco-santoro-67678622b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brucekurtz/


Lorenzo Lopane - Project Manager

Crypto lover from the 2017, today Lorenzo has many years of experience in the crypto 
space, boasting collaborations with various projects and providing technical and man-
agement consultancy in the field of launchpads and in defining their structure and 
operating strategies. His work experiences have led him to acquire a background in the 
technical-IT field while studies have characterized him from the point of view of rela-
tionships and now he decides to put his experience at the service of the Spicy Network, 
that he likes to call the “Swiss army knife” of the crypto world.

Linkedin

Mary Shuk Ying  - PR Head
From CeFi to DeFi, from traditional finance to disruptive decentralized finance, Mary 
has the experience and knowledge to bridge it all. After graduating with an Economics 
and Finance Bachelor Degree from The University of Hong Kong, Mary entered the tra-
ditional finance industry as an investment analyst, dealing in private equity and asset 
management for PI and non-PI.  After seeing the potential in the blockchain and crypto 
industry, she decided to follow her heart and take the leap of faith. She started from a 
blockchain workshop to joining her first crypto project - a Defi project.  
She excelled in global teams collaborations helped out by advising SocialFi projects in 
their development and providing marketing support. 
She was also involved extensively in an NFT marketplace project and helped the project 
to capitalize on the market trend and develop progressively.  
Stationed in H.K., she is best positioned to help connect Spicy Network to the global 
communities, especially in Asia. She would provide values in partnership discussions 
as well as connect to the blockchain and crypto world, to be the face of the project and 
present it professionally to the crypto world.

Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/spicyLorenzo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marymak1213/


IX. Advisor



Yuen Wong 
LABS group / 

GEMS

Linkedin

Waleed Rasuli 
Tezos

Linkedin

Christof Waton 
Acta Finance

Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yuen-wong-labs
https://www.linkedin.com/in/waleedrassuli
https://www.linkedin.com/in/watonchristof/


X. Legal Disclaimer



The following are Legal Considerations, Risks, and Disclaimer that pertain directly to Spicy Network.  
Please read the entirety of the “Legal Considerations, Risk, and Disclaimer” summary carefully. 
 
The Spicy Network teams recommends consulting a legal, financial, tax or other professional advisors(s) or experts for 
further guidance prior to participating in the sale of the SPICY Tokens to be issued by Flandria Systems OÜ (the “Com-
pany”), as outlined in the Company’s Whitepaper and the terms which govern the Token sale.

Please note that you must read this before: (i) making use of the White Paper and any and all information available on 
the website(s) of the Company and/or (ii) participating in the Company’s Token sale outlined in this White Paper and 
governing terms (the “Token Sale”). Any and all undefined capitalized terms below shall have the meaning set out in the 
“Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule in full.

The “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule applies to the Company’s White Paper and any information 
available on the Company’s website. The contents of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule out-
lines the terms and conditions applicable to you in connection with (i) your use of this White Paper and of any and all 
information available on the Website; and/or (ii) your participation in the Token Sale, in each case in addition to any 
other terms and conditions that we may publish from time to time relating to this White Paper, the Website and the To-
ken Sale (such terms hereinafter referred to as the “Terms”). 
 
The information set forth in the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaimer” schedule may not be exhaustive and does 
not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. While we make every reasonable effort to ensure that all informa-
tion: (i) in this White Paper; and (ii) available on the Website (collectively referred to as the “Available Information”) is 
accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes professional advice.

The Company does not recommend purchasing Tokens for speculative investment purposes.

You should not purchase Tokens for investment purposes. Such tokens are not designed for investment purposes and 
should not be considered as a type of investment. You acknowledge, understand and agree that holding Spicy tokens 
is not a guarantee, representation or warranty that the holder will be able to use the Company, or receive any tokens 
utilized by the Company.



You acknowledge and agree that you are not purchasing Spicy Tokens for purposes of investment, speculation, as 
some type of arbitrage strategy, for immediate resale or other financial purposes. You acknowledge that all purchases 
of Spicy Tokens are final and nonrefundable, and the Company is not required to provide a refund for any reason and 
that you will not receive money or other compensation or any form of a refund, and you consent to no right of withdraw-
al from the fundraising.

Spicy Tokens do not entitle you to any equity, dividends, voting or similar right or entitlement in the Company or in any 
of its affiliated companies. Tokens are sold as digital assets, similar to downloadable software, digital music and the 
like. The Company does not recommend that you purchase Tokens unless you have prior experience with cryptograph-
ic tokens, blockchain-based software and distributed ledger technology and unless you have taken independent pro-
fessional advice.

Citizens, nationals, resident (tax or otherwise) and/or green card holders of any jurisdiction which prohibits the pos-
session, dissemination or communication of the Available Information and/or prohibits participation in the Token Sale 
or the purchase of Tokens or any such similar activity or any other Restricted Personas are not permitted to participate 
in the Token Sale.

Citizens, nationals, resident (tax or otherwise) and/or green card holders of any jurisdiction which prohibits the pos-
session, dissemination or communication of the Available Information and/or prohibits participation in the Token Sale 
or the purchase of Tokens or any such similar activity or any other Restricted Personas are not permitted to participate 
in the Token Sale.

In no event shall the Company or any current or former Company Representatives be liable for the Excluded Liability 
Matter.

The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in 
any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the 
truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in the Available Information.

You should carefully consider and evaluate each of the risk factors and all information contained in the Terms before 
deciding to participate in the Token Sale.



Risk Factors
The following is a summary of the risk factors in relation to the Spicy Token Sale and Company in general. This summary 
should not be relied on in place of reading the full risk factors section of the “Legal Considerations, Risks and Disclaim-
er” schedule.

Token Sale Risks
→ There is no prior market for Tokens and the Token Sale may not result in active or liquid market for the Tokens
→ Future sales or issuance of the Tokens could materially and adversely affect the market price of the Tokens.
→ Negative publicity may materially and adversely affect the price of the Tokens.
→ There is no assurance of any success of the Company’s business platform or any future Token functionality.
→ The market price of the Tokens may fluctuate following the Token Sale.
→ The Token may be significantly influenced by cryptocurrencies market trends and Token 
value may be severely depreciated due to unrelated events in the cryptocurrencies markets.
→ The use of the Tokens may come under the scrutiny of governmental institutions.
→ The ownership of Tokens may fall under new and unpredicted taxation laws that will erode 
Token benefits.
→ There may be unanticipated risks arising from the Tokens.
→ Applicable laws and regulations may limit the utility, functionality, the accessibility and transferability of the Tokens.
→ Crowd sales have been known to come under malicious attacks from hackers and/or other parties resulting in theft 
of tokens. Such events may inflict massive losses on buyers and the Company.



Company-Related Risks
→ The Company may be materially and adversely affected if it fails to effectively manage its operations as its business 
develops and evolves which would have a direct impact on its  ability to maintain or operate the Company’s business 
platform and/or develop structure and/or license any future Token functionality.
→ The company may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its network or services, hardware or 
software defects, security breaches or other causes that could  adversely affect the Company’s infrastructure 
network, and/or the Company’s business platform.
→ The Company may in the future be dependent in part on the location and data center facilities of third parties.
→ The Company may not be able to pay any anticipated rewards in the future.
→ General global market and economic conditions may have an adverse impact on the  Company’s operating 
performance, results of operations and/or cash flows.
→ The Company or the Tokens may be affected by newly implemented regulations.



Thank you.


